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Welcome to the October 2018 edition of Event Horizon. For SAS it’s a new start
with the new committee. Not great weather for astronomy lately—
In the News: A Second Earth? Proxima B is looking good.
AGM: 22 September welcome the new committee & awards presented.
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Astronomy Calendar 2019:
Still some available at the meetings $16
Astronomy 2019 Australia:
Now available at meetings for $22 each

Sky Maps: Download your copy on first of the month. More about ‘what’s up’ at:
nightskyonline & https://in-the-sky.org/
Membership cards: for membership issues, please contact Joe Zerafa
(membership officer) joezsas@gmail.com or Julie Lancaster (committee
member) bomma02@optusnet.com.au
Clear Skies –
Julie Lancaster
(This is a newsletter for members: astrophotography, travel, projects, items for
sale, etc. are all welcome. Send me your photos with the story and I can build
your item for publication.)
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The SAS was formed in 1986 to promote Amateur Astronomy. The
Society
actively
encourages
Observational
Astronomy,
Astrophotography, Telescope and Observatory Construction. Many of our
members specialize in one or more forms of observing and have indeed
become very proficient. Our members have contributed data for lunar &
planetary observations, comet observations, variable star observations
and supernova searching. Some members enjoy building telescopes,
including the optics, observatories and ALL our members have at some
time or other enjoyed a good Astro Camp!
Monthly Meetings - Currently, the Society will be meeting once a month
at Heritage Park, Restoration Society grounds, 193 Rifle Range Road,
Pimpama - take exit 49 from the M1. Anyone interested is invited to
attend a meeting to see what we do, or to join. Please contact us for
further information. All members and visitors are invited to contribute
items of interest at these meetings. The SAS Calendar is available on the
website.
Membership - The membership fee is $35 annually. Membership cards
are valid for 12 months from the date of payment. Financial members
enjoy the facilities of the SAS website, SAS Library and telescope hire.
SAS Website The SAS Website is a great way to access information
about the upcoming meetings, SAS newsletters, ‘Event Horizon’ (past
and current), SAS outreach, SAS Library information & book lists, Links &
Resources, membership information (fees etc.) and contacts as well as
much more.
http://www.sas.org.au/
Library - The SAS library has a good selection of books available for
members to borrow. The book list is available as a pdf on the SAS
website’s Library Tab.
Telescope hire - There are a number of telescopes available at a
nominal fee for members to hire.
SAS Facebook Group - This is a great place to catch up on the latest
astronomy and space news and to share your photos and ideas to the
wider community as well as advertise items for sale.

Field Nights - These observing nights are held occasionally (weather
permitting), giving members and visitors the opportunity to view the night
sky through telescopes.
Newsletter - 'Event Horizon' is published each month and is available
prior to the meeting dates. The newsletter is emailed out via the SAS
Mailing list (blind copy). All members are encouraged to contribute
articles along with their astrophotography. Please contact us if you would
like to be on the email list. The newsletter is also available on the
SAS website and is posted to the SAS Facebook Page.
Laser Pointers - If members own laser pointers which they use for
astronomy, please see the SAS Secretary. Hand held laser pointers with
an output of greater than 1 milliwatt are restricted items and classed as
weapons. Laser pointers up to 20 milliwatts are permitted for use by
members of ‘recognized astronomical organisations’.
**PLEASE NOTE, SAS TAKES NO
MEMBERS MISUSING LASER POINTERS

RESPONSIBILITY

FOR

Links for both Qld and NSW legislation in relation to laser pointers are
listed here as well as on the website.
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Hi Fellow Skywatchers
It is time for my first Presidential Edition for our amazing monthly newsletter Event Horizon, and I want to take this opportunity to
tell my story about how I got to this point...
When I first rang and enquired about the Southern Astronomical Society I spoke with Joe Zerafa, and those of you who know him
understand what a fantastic person he is. Joe informed me that they were meeting that very evening and observations were taking
place. He invited me along to have a look. I don't know about you, I am a pretty confident person in most situations but I felt a little
uneasy coming along. This feeling was due to my severe lack of knowledge, and more so, the fact that I had recently bought a setup and had
spectacularly failed in getting it to function.
Upon arrival and shaking Joe's welcoming hand, all of those feelings seemed to instantly dissolve. He introduced me to all of the members present
and I had a look through Noeleen's scope and saw Jupiter and its Galilean moons in spectacular clarity. Let's just say, SAS had me hooked. From
there it was quite a whirlwind. It seemed in no time at all they helped me get my gear up and running; I had confidence to help out at community
events and most importantly, I knew I had found a new group of life-long friends. From then I was surprisingly asked to join the committee (obviously
they saw something in me I didn't at the time) and last year took on the Vice Presidency role during which I had the unyielding support of the
committee which literally, got me through.
Now I am President, a position of which I humbly hold and strive to excel in. I have a vision for this club to remain at its core a welcoming collective
who have a common passion for astronomical science, freely sharing that passion with the community to foster the pursuit and wonder of
astronomical discovery. As I type these final words, I reflect once again to that moment speaking with Joe on the phone, thinking about how far I have
come and how things could have been so very different if Joe hadn't made me feel so welcome. So get your gear out and enjoy our southern skies.
Clear skies always,

Brendan Junge

GENERAL MEETING TIMES
Saturday, 27th October 2018 @ 7:30pm
Saturday, 24th November 2018 @ 7:30pm
Christmas breakup - to be advised
Leyburn weekend: 9th to 11th November 2018
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A Second Earth ?

- 8 October 2018
http://www.thescinewsreporter.com/2018/10/its-official-researchers-have.html

Researchers have confirmed the existence of a SECOND Earth located in the
Proxima Centauri System. The planet is believed to have oceans just like Earth and
may hay host alien life.
In the past, thousands of exoplanets have been discovered in the universe, but none
of them is like Proxima B.
Proxima b, as has been baptized, has very ‘promising characteristics’: it is probably
rocky, slightly more massive than our own planet and is located in the region around
its star that would allow liquid water on its surface to exist.

Researchers
have discovered a planet located in the Proxima Centauri system, one of the closest
stars to Earth which they believe harbors liquid water and potentially alien life.
The planet, named Proxima B is believed to be around 1.3 times the size of our
planet and has the ideal temperature on the surface for water in a liquid state to
exist.
Proxima B is located four light years away from Earth –over 25 TRILLION MILES—
meaning that in order to visit the planet in the near future, future generation would
have to come up with super-fast spacecraft that would allow them to travel to the
Proxima Centauri system with ease.
If the planet proves to be ‘a SECOND Earth’ it could become one of the best options
for future human colonization.
Researchers believe that the temperature on the surface of the planet could be
between -90 degrees Celsius and 30 degrees Celsius.
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According to researchers, Proxima B may be the best opportunity we have
come across to find DIRECT evidence of the existence of Alien Lifeforms
outside of out solar system.
The planet which has already been dubbed ‘a second Earth’ is located at an
ideal distance from its host star for liquid water to exist, which means that life
as we know it is very likely to exist.
Proxima B is the closest exoplanet we have ever discovered, and according
to researchers, a mission to the planet to search for signs of life could be
something achievable within our lifetime.
The distance from our planet to Proxima B may seem insurmountable, but it
is actually formidably shorter when compared to other candidates to host life.
This means that Proxima B could become the first objective for future
interstellar travel.
Proxima Centauri is a red dwarf located in the constellation Centaurus. The
star itself is too weak to be observed with the naked eye, but in recent
months, scientists have not taken their eyes off of it.
In fact, during the first half of this year, Proxima Centauri was followed
regularly with the HARPS spectrograph installed on the 3.6-meter telescope
of the European Southern Observatory (ESO) in La Silla (Chile) and
monitored simultaneously with other instruments from around the world.
“Many exoplanets have been found, and many more will be found, but
searching for the closest potential Earth-analogue and succeeding has been
the experience of a lifetime for all of us,” Dr. Guillem Anglada-Escudé, lead
author of the paper, said. “Many people’s stories and efforts have converged
on this discovery. The result is also a tribute to all of them. The search for life
on Proxima b comes next.”
There are already two papers which describe and go through the potential
habitability of Proxima B.
Future observations, for example using the 39-m ESO E-ELT telescope
under construction in Chile, will allow further investigation of Proxima b and
of the hypothetical presence of a thick atmosphere and a liquid water
reservoir. If this turned out to be the case, it would be very exciting that the
nearest star to the Sun also hosts the nearest habitable (perhaps inhabited?)
planet.
For more science news:
http://www.thescinewsreporter.com/
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The SAS Annual General Meeting was held on Saturday 22 September 2018. We were lucky enough to have a clear night, so those who brought along their
telescopes were able to do some observing after the formalities were completed.
After dinner, it was time to get down to the serious business. The new Committee was introduced to the members present and various awards were presented. The
Lucky Door raffle was drawn and the lucky winners took away a couple of nice prizes, an astronomy book, ‘BANG’ and Telescope Mobile Phone Attachment.

Left to right :
Brian Holbrook receiving his award for ‘Impactor of the Year’. Brian set up Google Drive access for SAS improving the efficiency of Committee.
Bronwyn Smith was given the award of ‘Rising Star’ for her contribution to astronomy outreach during the year and particularly in supporting her son
Fraser’s quest for knowledge.
The Community Champion award went to Ralph Dunn for his efforts in organising the ongoing Carers Queensland outreach events providing this group with
a different view of the universe.
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Brendan Junge was presented the award for ‘Leadership’ by the Committee. Brendan fulfilled
the role of Vice President, then stepped up as acting President, doing a fantastic job.
The award for Achievement was presented to Tony Kim for his untiring efforts to help others to
further their astronomy activities — never too busy to help.
The President’s Choice ‘Member of the Year’ award was presented to Julie Lancaster for
continuous input throughout the year including the Event Horizon newsletter and general backup as required.
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Introducing the 2018-2019 SAS Committee ~
Left to right:
Bryan Pott (Treasurer), Julie Lancaster (EH newsletter editor), Colin Drescher, Brian Holbrook (Vice-President), Tony Kim,
Brendan Junge (President), Ian Thackwell, Michael Bishop (Librarian), Bronwyn Smith (Secretary). Absent: Joe Zerafa (Membership Officer)
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With the formalities out of the way, Ray
Suckling and his friends in the band RoomatiX
entertained us with great music from the 1950s
and 60s.
Bryan Pott and his wife, Shirleen enjoying the
music.
Our Super Star Ray Suckling showing us how
it’s done.
Some members chose to check out the sky—
Brendan Junge at his scope -
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Thanks to all who came along on Saturday night for InOMN. There were 10 Society Scopes plus a couple of freelancers. We had a nice break in the recent rain
events to present us with beautiful clear Skies and encounters with Saturn, Jupiter, Mars and a very entertaining Moon. We also had a wonderful flyover of the
International Space Station with its glimmering solar panels. As we were packing up along with the Lions and their successful Sausage Sizzle, we noticed distant
flashes of lightning on the horizon. Here in Tamborine I awoke at 4:30 am to the patter of Rain, perfect timing eh — And thanks again to the very much appreciated
members in attendance and to the Lions who kept us well fed. ~ Bryan Pott
Jenny Robinson ~
Here's a full size rendition from my 20mpx
mobile cam.
The upper atmosphere was a little buckled
and though it was dry up high, the lower
atmosphere held a high particulate load
hence the slight blurring of detail which was
exacerbated by the use of a hand held
mobile phone afocal.

Michael Bishop ~ ‘Moon’

The Gang ~ Bronwyn &
Fraser Smith, Tony
Kim, David Bainbridge,
Brian Holbrook,
Brendan Junge, Jenny
Robinson, Colin
Drescher, Noeleen &
Graham Lowndes,
Michael Bishop, Bryan
Pott.

Bronwyn Smith ~
‘our closest celestial neighbour’
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~ InOMN ~ Saturday, 20th October 2018 ~ Noeleen Lowndes
It was really a lovely evening for this year’s International Observe the Moon Night with many families
coming along to enjoy their first view of the Moon through the telescopes. Bryan even arranged for the
ISS to make a pass over. How cool was that!
For the first time, I decided to use my little ZWO ASI 120 MC-S one shot colour camera with the
Meade 8inch Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope for a live view of the Moon. Then all I had to do was use
the hand controller to slew up and down the terminator line to show people the different features on
the lunar surface on the laptop…everyone really enjoyed this.
We had a 10-day-old Moon, so the large crater Copernicus was fully on show along with Gassendi
crater which was right on the terminator line showing sunrise on the crater edge and sunlit mountain
peaks inside the crater. A few people even
used there smart phones to take pictures
of the Moon from my cameras live view
screen and laptop, which I’m sure went
straight onto there Facebook pages.
Please see some pictures from the event
including an image I took of the full disc of the 10-day-old Moon. By the time I got around to taking the
Moons image through the telescope dew and light cloud had arrived, so the image isn’t perfect, but we
were very lucky indeed to have a clear night for InOMN 2018 :-)
Bronwyn & Fraser Smith, the set– up and Bryan Pott with his enormous telescope ~
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This page is basically about items that are out there but not everyone is aware of: A couple of things to get excited about:
SAS Member, Dylan O’Donnell of Star Stuff fame and also
recognized for his astrophotography has had some of his
images published in this amazing book.
Congratulations Dylan !
The book is due for publication on 23 October, 2018 and is
available vis the usual online outlets as well as local book
shops—Dymocks, QBD.

Prof Brian Cox will be in Brisbane on Wednesday, 19 June 2019.
Click on the image for more booking information
‘Taking audiences to the edge of our current understanding about the origin and evolution of our
Solar System and the Universe, Professor Brian Cox Live 2019 offers a fascinating insight into
the workings of nature at the most fundamental level. Whether an avid science reader or a total
novice, Professor Cox makes challenging ideas accessible to all, exploring the vast, possibly
infinite universe and our place within it from earth to the edges of the cosmos.’
Brian will be joined by co-host of The Infinite Monkey Cage and award-winning comedian Robin
Ince to oversee an audience Q&A, giving fans the chance to ask any questions they have and
making every show unique.’
https://lateralevents.com/public-events/professor-brian-cox-live-2019/
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starfest.org.au

Bronwyn Smith and her son, Fraser bit the bullet and drove down
to Coonabarabran for the StarFest Open Day at Siding Spring
Observatory. Bronwyn acting as my roving reporter submitted
these photos. Bronwyn’s comment: ‘Well, I highly recommend it
to anyone to go visit. We loved it! Even though we had the whole
day, we ran out of time to see the other 2 larger scopes so will
definitely go back some day!’ - Editor
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starfest.org.au
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Images have been shared on the SAS Facebook Group page and can be accessed there, if you have a Facebook account. To date, there are over 565 people enjoying the page.
You’ll find upcoming events, items of interest and information on astronomy related tours. Join the page: share your ideas and wonderful astrophotography. If you have astro/
photography gear to sell, feel free to place your ad on the page.

Adelaide Planetarium Supernovas 28 September 2018 SUPERNOVA SNIPPET: On this day in 1969 – a meteorite fell near the town of Murchison in Victoria,
Australia. It has been one of the most studied meteorites in history, due to its mass, the fact that it was an observed fall, and that it belongs to a group of meteorites
rich in organic compounds.
[The small farming township of Murchison is not far up the Hume H'way from where I lived as a child
in Victoria ( a long, long time ago).
Apparently, many of the meteorite fragments landed in cow paddocks. The farmers invited those
keen enough, to slop around in cow manure to find their treasure. The fragments became highly sort
-after by scientists around the world, to the point where samples on display at the Royal Melbourne
Show were locked away at night in a bank safe. During the day, two guards were on duty protecting
the meteorite in its borrowed jewellers case. The meteorite belonged to the carbonaceous chondrite
class carrying the building blocks for life.
So maybe we are children of the stars after all. – Editor]

Physics-Astronomy.com
30 September 2018
[I shared this post to the SAS FB
page with the heading ‘ So parents,
encourage your daughters too’.
The response from Facebook
members was heartening - Editor]
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Here’s something to test your astronomy knowledge or, at least, test your research skills. Below
you’ll find a set of five questions which will be posed to the attending members and guests at the
next SAS meeting. There will also be some additional question included.
1st Rule: first correct answer wins. 2nd Rule: have fun. The prizes: mini treats - Mars Bars and
Milky Bars.
The answers to the following questions will be published in next month’s newsletter, for the
interested.

October Quiz

1

Where is the largest circular storm in our solar system?

2

What is the name of the largest asteroid?

3

A year on Mercury lasts for how long?

4

A solar day on Mercury lasts for how long?

5

What is this number known as - 6.674×10−11 N·kg–2·m2
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Glenn Burgess ~ 2 October 2018
Mars with the bright area of Hellas Basin and the Schiapirelli Crater mid left side.
23 September 2018
M22 is 65x6sec stack with ZWOASi178MC camera on Meade12inACF uncalibrated full frame.
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Dylan O’Donnell ~
Helix Nebula, taken October 8th with the new Celestron 0.7x reducer and Celestron 9.25" Edge HD telescope. QHY9 & QHY12 CCDs.
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Noeleen Lowndes ~ Phases of Venus
It’s quite amazing to see the difference in size of Venus as it goes from a smaller first quarter Venus (like our Moon) at greatest elongation from the Sun, to a
huge crescent phase which is now on show low in the western sky, this is the first time I’ve been able to capture this phenomenon with Venus.
When Venus is at a small crescent phase like now, it’s actually closer to Earth in its orbit and is know as inferior conjunction, that’s why it’s so much larger as
seen through the eyepiece of the telescope. Venus is also an inferior planet and is inside of the Earths orbit, so you will never see Venus crossing overhead like
the other outer planets of Mars, Jupiter and Saturn.
I used the same equipment and camera settings for all of the pictures and they are all to scale in relation to size. The montage of images were taken on the 12th
August, 10th September and 2nd October 2018 with a Meade 10inch LX200 telescope and a ZWO ASI 120 MC-S one-shot colour camera with a 3x Barlow
attached. AVI movie files were captured and then processed in RegiStax6 and PS CS4.
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Skywatcher NEQ6 Pro mount
with Saxon 8" Newtonian F5
plus laser collimator.
Currently retailing at $2,100.
Selling this whole outfit for $1,500.
Contact Ralph Dunn on 0422 998 718
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9 November 2018 at 18:15
Conjunction of Jupiter & Mercury with
the Moon, Saturn and Mars also on
show.

Mars

Try out the link below. It gives
comprehensive detail on what’s in the
sky for each month
November Astronomical Calendar 2018
The sky chart has been extracted
from Dominic Ford’s webpage:

https://in-the-sky.org/

© Dominic Ford
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Monthly Meetings & Observing Nights Held At
South Coast Restoration Society, Heritage Park, Pimpama
193 Rifle Range Road, Pimpama QLD 4209 (Exit 49 off the M1 at Pimpama)
For further information contact:
PRESIDENT - Brendan Junge 0414750083 brendan@inmotionfitness.com.au
Membership Officer: Joe Zerafa 0421 866 376 joezsas@gmail.com
Website http://sas.org.au

MEETINGS:
Committee— 5:30pm
General— 7:30pm

Leyburn New moon
weekend

January

No meeting

19th to 21st

February

Saturday 3rd

16th to 18th

March

Saturday 3rd

16th to 18th

April

Saturday 7th

13th to 15th

May

Saturday 5th

11th to 13th

June

Saturday 2nd

15th to 17th

July

Saturday 28th

13th to 15th

August

Saturday 25th

10th to 12th

September

Saturday 22nd AGM

7th to 9th

October

Saturday 27th

5th to 9th

November

Saturday 24th

9th to 11th

December

Saturday (date to be confirmed)

7th to 9th

Other - *Please Note: Extra observing nights & solar days will be added
during the year. Please check the current EH newsletter for details.

Easter Holidays 30/3 to 2/4

StarStuff 2 @ Byron Bay 7th & 8th July

InOMN 2018 (Moon Night) 20th October

PRESIDENT - Brendan Junge
brendan@inmotionfitness.com.au

Postal address: Southern Astronomical Society Inc , PO BOX 867, Beenleigh Qld 4207
THE FINE PRINT - Event Horizon is sent by blind carbon copy email so
others cannot see your email address – if you do not want Event Horizon
emailed please inform the sender. The Society’s Web Site and Event
Horizon may contain images of or may identify members/friends attending
Society & non-Society events (Meetings, Astro quiz, Combined Societies
Meetings, Field Nights and Leyburn Astro camps, Astrofest etc); if you
would prefer this not to happen, please advise the Society in writing. If
members require a copy of the Society’s Constitution, please contact the
Membership Officer by mail or at a future meeting. Images presented in
Event Horizon and on the SAS Web Site are presented in good faith as the
original work of the person submitting them. The SAS and its members
accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever if the person submitting them
has used another person’s property without their permission or consent.
Articles submitted by contributors are the copyright of the contributor
(unless otherwise specified) and comprise their own technical and/or other
information and are not necessarily the opinion of SAS or its members.

Meeting venue: Restoration Society, 193 Rifle Range Road Pimpama
Times: Committee Meeting 5: 30 pm — General Meeting 7.30pm
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MEMBERSHIP OFFICER – Joe Zerafa Ph
0421886376 joezsas@gmail.com

LEYBURN - DARK SKY SITE

Friday to Sunday, 9th to 11th November 2018.

This is a privately owned property - our hosts are Debbie & Mark Bolton who are now
living permanently on site. Please respect the family’s privacy by only going out to the
property on a New Moon weekend and introducing yourself when you arrive to Mark and
Debbie. Please ring Debbie on 0428 248526 for more information about directions and
any inquires that you have about going out to the property - thank you. *By entering the
site you agree you do so at your own risk.
$5 contribution per adult per night (please pay in honour tin in site caravan)
•

LEYBURN 2.5 hrs drive inland from Brisbane & Gold Coast

•

ACCOMMODATION: BYO tent, caravan OR CABINS in town cost $85 per room book on 07 46950155

•

WEATHER : very extreme compared to Brissy, VERY hot/cold - come prepared

•

KITCHEN VAN onsite with cooking gas, pots, pans, plates, utensils

•

POWER: BYO Batteries – bring your own power!!

•

DRINKING WATER: BYO

•

LOO : YES flushing onsite - with loo paper

•

SHOP: 5km away - well stocked general store has hot showers ($2) with great
burgers, ice etc & local hotel with great value meals. Shop open 7am - 7pm Mon Fri, 8am - 5pm Sunday.

•

MOBILE PHONE: NEXT G works well (& internet) others barely

DAY & NIGHT ARRIVAL LOCK ALL GATES: dip lights at the gate to main observing

field -you will be greeted & guided to a park
CAUTIONS: heat / cold, flies / mozzies & the occasional snake. *So please take
care in and around the toilet and under caravans, cars, and wear stout footwear!
Also, winters are very cold (down to -6), so bring lots of warm clothes & bedding
for an enjoyable weekend.
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Astronomy Gear
Astro Anarchy carries a vast range of accessories, an expanded range of tubes and
mounts and binoculars by the dozen and offers mail order if you wish. Now at Shop
240, Level 2, Myer Centre, Brisbane. Phone Mike or Pete 0412 085 224.
Dark Sky Star Parties are conducted at Wyaralong Dam west of Beaudesert once a
month and information can be found on Facebook (Astro Anarchy) or on their website.
Sirius Optics has had a great tradition of supporting the requirements of the astronomy
community. Discounts for SAS members are available on some items. Located at 1/26
Darnick St, Underwood QLD 4119 Ph 3423 2355
Bintel for all your astronomical gadgets. Telephone: (02) 9518 7255, Fax: (02) 9518
5711.
Email: info@bintel.com.au (use coupon code SAS30 for 10% off ) Street address: 84
Wentworth Park Road Glebe NSW 2037

Annual Astronomy/Science Festivals
Queensland Astrofest held at Lions Camp Duckadang near Linville is an annual event
held over a period of approximately 10 days, usually in late July or early August. Check
the link for details.
Starfest Siding Spring: StarFest is the weekend (October long weekend each year)
extravaganza of events hosted by Siding Spring Observatory during Festival of the
Stars and includes the popular Bok Lecture, the exciting Science in the Pub and the full
array of Open Day activities that occur on top of Siding Spring Observatory.
World Science Festival Brisbane is being held in Brisbane 6 years during March. For
those interested in other fields of science as well as astronomy, videos of some of the
past lectures are now available on line. http://www.worldsciencefestival.com/

Special Interest

BOSS Supernova Search : Amateur collaboration of 6 friends from Australia and New
Zealand who have worked together as a group since mid 2008 to search, discover,
record, and report new supernovae in the southern sky.

Astrophotography

AstroToaster AstroToaster is a freeware application for obtaining semi-live views of
astronomical images using a DSLR, CCD (or any camera that can produce static
astronomical images)

Astronomical Observatories
Sir Thomas Brisbane Planetarium: located in the Brisbane Botanic Gardens, Mt Coot
-tha. It features entertaining and informative programs for children and adults. One of
the venue's highlights is the optical star projector used to recreate a stunning realistic
night sky on the 12.5 metre diameter projection dome. Sir Thomas Brisbane
Planetarium
Kingaroy Observatory opened for business on 29 June 2015 at the Kingaroy Airport.
Contact Jim Barclay on 4164 5595 or 0427 961391.
Mount Stromlo Observatory (MSO) is the headquarters of the Research School of
Astronomy and Astrophysics, located approximately 18km southwest of the centre of
Canberra, in the ACT. Since much of the site was damaged in the 2003 Canberra
bushfires, reconstruction of MSO has included the development of the Advanced
Instrumentation Technology Centre and rebuilding the heritage Commonwealth Solar
Observatory building. Tours and observing nights are available via the website.
Siding Spring Observatory located atop Mt Woorut (~1160m) 27km west of
Coonabarabran on the eastern edge of the Warrumbungle National Park is Australia's
premier optical and infrared astronomical observatory. Check the website for tours.
Sydney Observatory Sky Maps and much more
Parkes Radio Telescope - Parkes radio telescope is an icon of Australian science, and
one part of the Australia Telescope National Facility. Follow the link for more details:

Free/low cost science
BrisScience - presented by the University of Queensland. The talks are held once a
month on a Monday night at the Qld State Library – The Edge, at Southbank near the
Art gallery and Qld museum. Free entry, just needs people to register. There’s usually a
supper provided as well which gives the general public an opportunity to speak to the
presenters. Also, the talks are available online from the website.
The Science Nation - Join world leading researchers, gifted comedians, and
professional science communicators as they battle wits and wittiness to uncover the top
science stories. Hosted by well-known figure of stage and science, Dr Joel Gilmore,
you’ll be guaranteed a night of entertainment, competition and comedy – and perhaps
even education! Venue: The Edge, State Library of Queensland, South Brisbane.
tickets: $10 online, $15 at the door (cash only).

